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Jesus says,  

To us all:  

“I am the Good 

Shepherd,  

I know my sheep, 

 And my sheep,  

All know me.” 

 

 

 

 

Other resources can be found at: archedinburgh.org, rpbooks, sermons4kids and cafod.org.uk 

 

 



MY Sheep 
Do you know what a guarantee is? It’s a promise, usually that if something 

breaks or stops working, a company will fix it. Many things come with a 

guarantee:  fridges, cars, TVs, houses, even mobile phones! That’s because all of 

these things have a tendency to break, get lost, or stolen.  

Wouldn't it be great if something was guaranteed to last forever—and was 

guaranteed that you couldn't lose it, and nobody could steal it?  

Well, there is! 

Jesus promised everlasting life to those who trust and believe in Him. Listen to 

His guarantee: "My sheep hear My voice; I know them and they follow Me. I 

give them eternal life, and they shall never die!" 

Nothing can take us out of Jesus’ hand. It is guaranteed that no one can steal 

His trust or break His promise. Jesus said, "No one can steel them from me." 

Imagine eternal life that you can't lose and no one can take away - that's a 
guarantee no one can match. 

Another way to look at this promise is in this story: 

One day a teacher said to her class: “Here is a puzzle. I’m going to give you a 

number of meanings for one particular word. Listen carefully and when I have 

finished describing this word, I will ask you for the answer.  

“It’s invisible – easy to take for granted. Your body can go right through it. It’s 

part of hundreds and thousands of things that we use every day. It makes up 

two-thirds of your body; nine-tenths of the oceans and one-fifth of the air we 

breathe. You can’t live without it. Nothing can. It’s invisible. You take it for 

granted and never think about it because it’s everywhere. Can you guess what it 

is?”  

There were some excited whisperings and a few hands shot up. They’d guessed 

it – oxygen!  

“In many ways God’s love is like oxygen. They’re both invisible and they’re both 

everywhere. God’s love is there for everyone; whether we accept it, is the real 

question.” 
 



 

Puzzles 
 

 

 



 

 

The SHEEP of my flock LISTEN to my VOICE and FOLLOW 

 


